Generalized susceptibilities of the net quark number have been proposed to be good probes for the transitions in the QCD phase diagram and for the search of a possible critical end point. In this article we explore a new strategy for computing quark number susceptibilities from lattice QCD via an expansion in the fugacity parameter e µβ . All quark number related bulk observables are particularly easy to access in this approach and we present results for generalized quark number susceptibilities up to 4-th order. Ratios of these quantities are studied and compared with model calculations for the high-and low temperature regions up to a chemical potential of µβ ≈ 1.0.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years heavy ion collision experiments started to directly probe the phase diagram of QCD. In particular results from RHIC and LHC shed some light on properties of the quark gluon plasma and the position of the crossover line. To fully explore the phase diagram theoretically we need to calculate thermodynamical quantities not only at finite temperature but also at finite baryon chemical potential. For finite temperature we can use lattice QCD, the only ab-initio method available. However, for finite baryon density lattice QCD faces the so-called complex action problem" (or "sign problem"). In that case the Boltzmann factor becomes complex and cannot be interpreted as a probability for importance sampling and the usual Monte Carlo approach fails. To learn something about the phase diagram at least for small chemical potential, different methods have been developed and over the last years results have been obtained using reweighting methods, complex Langevin techniques as well as Taylor expansion in the chemical potential µ (see, e.g., [1] for recent reviews).
In this paper we focus on a different expansion technique, the fugacity expansion. In this approach one expands the partition sum in a Laurent series in the fugacity parameter z = e µβ , where β is the inverse temperature and µ is the chemical potential. This expansion is a rather natural choice, since the chemical potential on the lattice may be introduced as a boundary term by multiplying the factor e µβ (e −µβ ) on the forward (backward) temporal hopping term of the fermion action that connects the last with the first timeslice. Furthermore, on a finite lattice the fugacity series is finite, while the Taylor expansion always gives rise to an infinite series.
For a first implementation of the fugacity expansion in QCD based on the strategy used here, see [2] . Preliminary results from this study and a variant for staggered fermions are documented in [3] .
Recent comparisons of different expansion techniques to results from a dual variables simulation for a QCD related model have shown that the fugacity expansion may provide better convergence properties than the usual Taylor expansion [4] . Here we want to explore the possibilities of the fugacity expansion in full QCD by calculating bulk observables related to the quark number which are particularly simple in the fugacity expansion.
In particular the quark number density and also higher generalized susceptibilities are evaluated and are compared to hadron resonance gas model calculations. The results we present are for ensembles of N f = 2 Wilson fermions on N 3 s × N t = 8 3 × 4 and 12 3 × 6 lattices for temperatures below and above the crossover.
II. FUGACITY EXPANSION FOR WILSON FERMIONS
The fugacity expansion is introduced in the following way: The partition function for N f = 2 mass degenerate quark flavors has the general form
where S g (U ) denotes the usual Wilson plaquette action and D(µ, U ) is the Wilson Dirac operator with chemical potential µ in a background gauge configuration U (from now on we omit the gauge field dependence as argument, but when useful display the dependence on the chemical potential µ). The fermion determinant det[D(µ)] can be written as a Laurent series in the fugacity parameter
where β = 1/T = N t (the Boltzmann constant and the lattice spacing are set to 1). As mentioned in the introduction, the Taylor expansion is an infinite series also on arXiv:1411.5133v1 [hep-lat] 19 Nov 2014 a finite lattice. In contrast, the Laurent series of the fugacity expansion is finite, summing over all possible net quark numbers q between q = −q max and q = +q max
The expansion coefficients D (q) are referred to as "canonical determinants" and can be computed as the Fourier moments with respect to imaginary chemical potential (compare also [5] ),
They have the interpretation of projections of the grand canonical fermion determinant det[D(µ)] to a fixed net quark number q. For large values of the net quark number the evaluation of the integral becomes numerically harder (see below) and in actual calculations q is limited by |q| ≤ q cut , where q cut is much smaller than q max . Usually we can reach values up to q cut = 60 in the numerical evaluation depending on the coupling and the volume of the considered ensemble.
Equations (2) and (3) provide an insight on how the chemical potential works physically, which in turn leads to an understanding of the numerical challenges of the fugacity expansion: The key issue is the size distribution of the terms in the sum (2) . In Fig. 1 we plot as a function of q the expectation value of the absolute value of the summands normalized by |D (0) |, i.e., we plot
The µ = 0 data show the distribution of the |D (q) | without the fugacity factors. They display a Gaussianlike distribution centered around q = 0. When turning on the chemical potential the factors e µβq break the symmetry around q = 0 and shift the distribution of the summands towards larger values of q. This is exactly the behavior that we expect from a chemical potential: The system exhibits an average net quark number which is different from zero. Note that the distribution for µ > 0 is the result of multiplying the factor e µβq , which exponentially increases with q, with the Gaussian-type of decay of the D (q) . This implies that the D (q) at large q have to be evaluated very accurately to capture the necessary compensation of the exponential rise from the e µβq . This necessary numerical accuracy is the limiting factor for the values of µβ one can reliably reach in the fugacity expansion.
Let us now come to the question of how to express observables related to the quark number in the fugacity series, i.e., in terms of the expansion coefficients D (q) . We start with the partition function where we now express the determinant by the fugacity series from Eq. (2), 
In the last step we have introduced the moments of the canonical determinants
The expectation values ... 0 are evaluated on configurations generated with vanishing chemical potential µ = 0. This implies that the fugacity series has the overlap problem in the same way as all expansion approaches, in particular also the Taylor series. In this study we consider bulk observables related to the quark number which are given by derivatives of the partition function with respect to the chemical potential µ, i.e., the generalized susceptibilities (V = N 3 s ):
Using Eq. (4) the first derivative, i.e., the quark number density, can be easily calculated and is given by
The result is expressed in terms of the moments defined in Eq. (5). Another derivative gives the quark number susceptibility
It is straightforward to express further derivatives via the moments M (n) , and for χ q 3 and χ q 4 , which we also consider here, we do not display the simple but somewhat lengthy expressions. χ q 3 and χ q 4 will be particularly useful when we study ratios of generalized susceptibilities which have nice properties, not only for numerical tests, but are also convenient for a comparison with experiment [6] .
III. EVALUATION AND PROPERTIES OF D (q)
As we have already discussed, for accessing reasonably large values of µβ we need to very precisely calculate the canonical determinants D (q) up to a large net quark number q. Two factors crucially influence the accuracy when computing the D (q) using Eq. (3): The number of values of φ ∈ [−π, π] has to be sufficiently large when numerically computing the Fourier integrals and the integrand itself has to be evaluated at high precision.
For the results presented here we use 256 integration points for φ, but we have also performed tests for larger and smaller numbers of points. In these tests we did not observe deviations of the results and we conclude that the integration is stable for the values of q we take into account here.
For obtaining the necessary accuracy of the integrand in Eq. (3), i.e., for the precise calculation of the canonical determinant det[D(µβ = iφ)], we use an exact evaluation with LU factorization. This is of course a sizable numerical effort and to reduce the computing time and memory requirements we apply the dimensional reduction given in [7] . We here use a slightly modified form which is more suitable for our calculations (see the appendix for a detailed derivation). The dimensional reduction can be summarized as follows: The determinant of the Dirac operator can exactly be rewritten as
with
and a µ-independent factor A which cancels in the calculation of the observables. K 0 and K are two dense matrices depending on the gauge fields, but not on the chemical potential µ. We pre-compute them in our code, store them completely and then use them many times for evaluating W (µβ) with µβ = iφ at all values φ needed for the numerical integration of Eq. (3). The dimension of the matrices K 0 and K is N .00 up to 6/g 2 = 5.70. These parameters correspond to lattice spacings of approximately a = 0.320 fm down to a = 0.150 fm and to pion masses of M π ≤ 960 MeV (for κ = 0.158) and M π ≤ 900 MeV (for κ = 0.162), respectively. The errors are calculated using the Jackknife method with 300 configurations per parameter for the smaller lattices and 50 to 100 configurations for the larger lattices. To study volume effects we use data with different spatial volumes. All configurations were generated using the MILC collaboration public lattice gauge theory code [8] .
Let us comment on the volume dependence of the numerical cost: The width of the distribution of the D (q) shown in Fig. 1 is related to the quark number susceptibility and thus is an extensive quantity, i.e., it grows with the 3-volume V . Thus when increasing the volume, also q cut has to grow accordingly and the D (q) have to be evaluated for larger values of q. In turn, when the number of D (q) that are used is kept fixed while increasing the volume, one expects that the fugacity series breaks down already at smaller values of µβ. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where we study the quark number density as a function of µβ for three different spatial volumes at κ = 0.158 and a coupling near the crossover, 6/g 2 = 5.30. The different spatial lattice extents are N s = 8, N s = 10 and N s = 12. Up to a value of µβ = 0.6 the results from the three volumes agree. At this point, however, the density of the largest volume becomes flat while for the other volumes it still rises. The statistical errors are still small, but nevertheless this signals the breakdown of the expansion at this point for the largest volume. When we increase the chemical potential to µβ = 0.9 also the N s = 10 result starts to deviate and becomes flat. The smallest lattice volume still shows the expected behavior, i.e., a rise with chemical potential. A similar behavior is seen in the volume dependence of the quark number susceptibility and we conclude that when increasing the volume, also q cut has to be increased roughly linearly with N 3 s (see also the discussion below). As we have already mentioned above, the distribution of the canonical determinants D (q) governs the numerical cost of the fugacity expansion, and various ideas have been followed to describe the distribution [9, 10] . In particular for the distribution of |D (q) | 2 one expects a socalled Skellam distribution which, in a normalized form, is given by
where the I q are modified Bessel functions. For a qualitative comparison, in Fig. 3 we show a fit of this distribution in the parameter Z to data from our 8 3 ×4, κ = 0.158 ensemble. We use two temperatures, T = 144 MeV below the crossover (upper plot) and T = 211 MeV above the crossover (lower plot). Clearly visible is the strong dependence on the temperature: For low temperatures the width of the distribution is small compared to high temperatures where it is nearly twice as wide as in the T = 144 MeV case. The flat areas for large values of |q| are numerical artifacts and for the evaluation of the fugacity sum one has to stop at smaller q. Also for the fit to the Skellam distribution these points have been excluded.
From chiral perturbation theory one can derive formulas for various distributions of the canonical determinants, which make explicit also the dependence on the temperature and pion mass [10] . For the distribution considered in Eq. (11) it gives the explicit dependence of the argument Z on the parameters M π , T , as well as the spatial volume V . In particular Z is proportional to the spatial volume, implying that the width of the distribution increases roughly linearly with V , as stated above in the discussion of the numerical cost as a function of the volume. A detailed comparison of the Monte Carlo results to the distributions from chiral perturbation theory is presented in [10] . 
IV. HADRON RESONANCE GAS
The hadron resonance gas (HRG) approach is based on the idea that in the confined region only quasi free hadrons appear. In this section we briefly collect and summarize the HRG formulas which we need for the comparison with our results. The basic ansatz of the HRG is to describe the system as a sum over free fermion partition functions for baryons and mesons (including resonances) with their appropriate masses [11] . Here we are only interested in the part which contributes to the quark number related observables, i.e., the baryonic part. This part can be written as
Here K 2 denotes a modified Bessel function and the sum runs over all baryons with masses m i . The introduction of the chemical potential gives rise to the cosh function, which we have separated in the third step from the mass dependent part denoted by F (T, m).
It is obvious that ratios of derivatives with respect to µ are independent of this function F (T, m) and therefore independent of the mass spectrum. Furthermore, the dependence on the chemical potential will either be via a tanh(3µβ) or a sech(3µβ) or, for the case of even/even or odd/odd derivative ratios, independent of µ. In particular we will use the following ratios
and
for comparison with the observables obtained using the fugacity expansion.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now come to the presentation of the results for the generalized susceptibilities and their ratios. We compare the results for our two lattices, 8 3 × 4 and 12 3 × 6, with parameters as specified in Section III. Before showing the new results we remark that the 8 3 × 4 data have parameters similar to the preliminary calculations with the fugacity expansion discussed in [2] . The new results agree with those from [2] within error bars, but they have smaller errors due to improvements in the numerics.
In Fig. 4 we now show the new results for the quark number density n q /T 3 (upper plots) and the quark number susceptibility χ 3 × 6, κ = 0.162 is used on the rhs. For the quark number density n q /T 3 , we find a small but non-zero value below the crossover (for µ > 0; for µ = 0 one has n q ≡ 0 for all temperatures). In the crossover region we observe a more rapid increase with 6/g 2 (respectively T ) and above the crossover again a slow rising. Increasing the chemical potential µ essentially shifts the whole function for n q /T 3 towards larger quark numbers. Qualitatively the behavior is the same for both lattice sizes. At very large temperatures one expects a free gas behavior (Stefan-Boltzmann behavior) and we mark the corresponding values by arrows on the rhs. of the plots. Obviously the temperatures we work at are not yet in the Stefan-Boltzmann region.
The second derivative with respect to the chemical potential, i.e., the quark number susceptibility, also shows the expected behavior: Below the crossover the curves are flat but non-zero while the crossover is marked by a sudden steep rise of χ Our results for the higher derivatives χ q 3 /T and χ 4 are shown in Fig. 5 . Both observables peak in the crossover region near a pseudo-critical temperature. For χ q 3 /T and χ 4 the error bars in the transition region are already quite sizable due to the large fluctuations at the crossover. This is also the reason, why less values of µβ could be realiably evaluated. For the values we show, the 4th derivative displays only a rather small sensitivity to the chemical potential, which is visible mainly in the crossover region where unfortunately also the error bars are largest. For large temperatures both, χ q 3 /T and χ 4 approach the Stefan-Boltzmann values, and we observe that the relative deviations of the higher derivatives are smaller than for n q /T 3 and χ q 2 /T 2 .
From theoretical and experimental interest are ratios of the generalized susceptibilities. They are accessible in experiment and do not depend on the physical volume. In theory these quantities can give a clear signal of deconfinement with distinct behavior above, below and at the crossover. In addition they are essentially constant in the regions above and below the transition and one can compare them with model calculations like the hadron resonance gas (HRG) as stated in Section IV. In Fig. 6 we show results for three different ratios of the quark number susceptibilities, (χ 2 ) (top to bottom). In addition to marking the Stefan-Boltzmann results (arrows on the right hand sides) we also show the results from the hadron resonance gas discussed in Section IV (dashed black lines in the confined region).
In the high temperature region all ratios show very stable plateaus with small errors. For all values of µβ the positions of the plateaus are in almost perfect agreement with the corresponding Stefan-Boltzmann results (the ratio (χ
2 ) is independent of µβ). Below the crossover the error bars are much larger, and only the ratio (χ q 2 /T 2 )/(n q /T 3 ) can be studied in a quantitative way. However, for this case we find very good agreement with the model data, this time from the HRG.
, at least for the 8 3 × 4 data where we have larger statistics, we find qualitative agreement with the HRG results, in particular the correct trend when increasing µβ. The overall assessment is that the ratios are very accurately described by the Boltzmann limit above the crossover and at least for the lowest ratio we could establish good agreement with the HRG. Between the two phases is a narrow region of transitory behavior connecting the two plateaus.
VI. SUMMARY
In this article we present results for generalized quark number susceptibilities and their ratios at finite temperature and chemical potential. The calculation is based on the fugacity expansion which we show to be particularly well suited for quark number related observables. In particular we demonstrate that the susceptibilities can be obtained from moments of the expansion coefficients of the fugacity series, the so-called canonical determinants. The canonical determinants are needed very accurately for rather large values of the net quark number and we obtain them using Fourier transform with respect to imaginary chemical potential combined with a dimensional reduction technique. This numerical calculation is rather challenging, and part of the motivation for this article is to demonstrate, that the fugacity approach can indeed be extended to physically relevant volumes.
Our calculations are done for two flavors of Wilson fermions on two lattice sizes with different resolution and temperature values on both sides of the crossover. We study the generalized susceptibilities up to fourth order and on the finer lattice could extract reliable results up to µβ ∼ 1.0 with moderate numerical effort. The results for the susceptibilities agree with other lattice studies and for the ratios we reproduce the expected good agreement with the HRG below the crossover and with the StefanBoltzmann results above.
Although our results from the fugacity expansion are in good agreement with other calculations and the results from models, we are aware that the results presented here are still of exploratory nature. In particular a calculation on larger and finer lattices is needed which in turn would also allow one to use smaller quark masses. Increasing the volume will drive up the cost since the range of the net quark numbers for which the canonical determinants is needed is determined by the quark number susceptibility which is an extensive quantity. When lowering the quark mass studies in the free case suggest only a very weak increase in cost.
To conclude, we believe that the fugacity expansion has an interesting potential as a complimentary expansion to the Taylor series, with different properties (infinite Taylor series versus finite Laurent series), and different numerical challenges.
